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Introduction
One of the methods of generating nutrient uptake data is the pioneer nutrient depletion method of Claassen and Barber (1974) . By this method, growing plants absorbing nutrient in a limited volume of nutrient solution decrease the nutrient concentrations over a short period of time. Aliquots are removed and analyzed for concentrations of the nutrient of interest. In a simple case, volume changes due to evapotranspiration and quantities of nutrients withdrawn with the aliquots are small to the point of being negligible. The slope of concentration with respect to time is the rate of nutrient uptake, i.e. dC/dt, and the rate of nutrient uptake can be measured for a range of concentrations in a single experiment as the nutrient concentration is drawn down by plant uptake. By assuming Michelis-Menten kinetics (Michaelis-Menten, 1913) with an additional term of efflux rate E, the rate of absorption of nutrient can be described by the differential equation
where C is the concentration of nutrient in soil solution, is root length, V is the volume of nutrient solution, J m is the influx a infinity concentrations, K M is the Michaelis-Menten constant and E is a constant efflux rate. This equation is generally applicable to this situation and the issue divides in two problems: to express Michaelis-Menten kinetics in an integral form as a function of time or to make a parameter optimization of the coefficients J m and K m in order to generate the best fit of the kinetic model to the experimental data. (Hanes, 1932) method and the non linear least squares fit method applied to C´(t) vs. C (Levemberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963) which are widely applied in biochemical sciences to estimate parameters of Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
Our method
In order to solve the first case we consider the differential problem for the depletion curve (Claassen and Barber, 1974) , which is given by:
with A V = . By integration of the Cauchy differential problem (2) we obtain:
where:
and real function G is defined by:
By using the following properties
and the real inverse function
, defined for x > 0, which satisfies the properties
then we get the following explicit expression for the concentration C(t) versus time t:
Now, from the depletion curve C = C(t), are obtained the following experimental data:
These data are related with the efflux E, the maximum influx at infinity concentrations J m and the Michaelis-Menten K M constant through the following analytical relations obtained from the expression for C(t) shown above, i.e.:
Solving the system of three equations for the unknown E, J m , K M we obtain the following expressions for E, J m and K M .
Moreover, from the above formulas obtained for E, J m and K M as functions of the coefficients α, β and γ we deduce that a necessary and sufficient condition in order to have positive E, J m and K M parameters is given by the following inequalities:
From this, we remark that coefficients α, β and γ are not independent. The independent dimensionless coefficients are:
which determine the admissible region given by:
Previously to apply our method, in order to obtain a more exact results is necessary a very good estimation of C´(0) = -α and C´´(0) = β. By using (3) we transform the expression (8) in an equivalent expression: (1 x) (1 x)
Moreover, function I(x) has the following properties: Now, in order to fit the depletion curve C(t) vs. t we define a new function
where: (2 ) P , P , P 1 2 1 6 1
The coefficients P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 are obtained from fitted curve Г(t) versus t. Then, the coefficients ν, η, and μ can be obtained analytically solving the system of three equations (19) which solution is given by: 2  2  2  1 3  2  1 3  2  2  2  2  2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 P P 2P 9 3 P P 2 P 4 P , , 2 2 P P 3 3 P P 2 P P P 3P P 2P
and therefore the coefficients α and β are given by:
The coefficient γ is obtained by averaging the last four values of C(t).
Results and Discussion
By using the experimental data for concentrations (mol cm -3 ) from Claassen-Barber, 1974 : y o = 0.1918 x 10 -6 , y 1 = 0.1713 x 10 -6 , y 2 = 0.1509 x 10 -6 , y 3 = 0.1266 x 10 -6 , h = 600 sec., solution volume = 2800 cm 3 , root length = 28610 cm (Claassen, N. 2000, personal communication) and taking for large time the arithmetic mean of the last four values of the depletion curve of Claassen-Barber, we obtain 22.81 pmoles cm -1 s -1 for J m , 576.6 mmoles cm -3 for K M y 0.1299 pmoles cm -1 s -1 for E. In Table I we show a comparison between the different results obtained by Claassen-Barber method, linearization method of Hanes, non linear fit method applied to C´(t) vs. C and our method. Table 1 . J m , K M , E parameters computed by Claassen-Barber, Hanes, Non linear least squares methods and our method as described in this paper § Data obtained from Claassen-Barber paper # Results obtained applying the non linear fit (Levemberg-Marquadt) of the software Microcal Origin 7.5 *As defined by Cushman k = J m /K M (Cushman, 1979) As it can be appreciated, the non linear least squares method gives us the best value for J m and K M parameters. Instead, our method predicts the best value for E. Moreover, in Figure 1 we show the different curves C(t) vs. t obtained by integrating the equation (1) Experimental and predicted C(t) t (seg) C(t) (mol/cm3) From the comparison between the experimental and predicted curves C(t) we observe that the best prediction is provided by the non linear least squares method and our method produces the second best prediction. We have presented an alternative method to compute the Michaelis-Menten parameters of kinetics of nutrient uptake. The simplicity of the method is given by the utilization of few data (a good determination of initial first and second derivative, and the value of concentration at large times obtained from an explicit depletion curve) and the computation of J m (maximum influx at infinity concentrations), K M (the Michaelis-Menten constant) and E (the efflux) through explicit formulas. With respect to experimental data we obtain reasonable values for J m and K M although with greater errors than those obtained by the non linear least squares method. In the case of the efflux E we obtain a more exact result with respect to Hanes and non linear least squares methods. This last fact shows that the election of method to determine kinetic parameters not only depends of type de equations which parameters we desire to know but in addition of the algorithm used. The present method have been applied in the determination of kinetic parameters for potassium uptake by maize roots (Dekalb 762) growing in a typical Hapludol soil from Rio Cuarto, Cordoba. The results obtained were applied to validate a moving boundary model of nutrient uptake (Reginato et. al, 1999) and a model of coupled kinetics absorption of P and N by maize ( Bernardo, 2005) .
